
QUICK GUIDE TOUCH R700/NAVI 900 

The home screen contains all applications in-
cluding audio, telephone and navigation. You 
can select them by pressing any application 
on the touch screen.

The control elements underneath complement 
the touch screen:

RADIO: Switch to radio. Press repeatedly to 
toggle between FM, AM or DAB.

MEDIA: Switch to media. Press repeatedly to 
toggle between CD, USB, Bluetooth® audio, 
aux or SD card.

 : Return to the home screen. 

BACK: Return back to the parent menu.

  Home screen personalization   

Press and hold any application to enter the 
edit mode.

Drag the icon to its new position.

  Audio   

 : Switch to the main screen of the current 
audio source.

Change the audio source by pressing RADIO 
or MEDIA.

 : Open the list of radio stations or media 
files.

 : Turn to scroll lists. Press to select a list 
element.

  Favourites   

The favourites are accessible from the bottom 
of the screen.

Radio stations, phone contacts, artists, play-
lists, navigation destinations, etc. can be 
stored as favourites.

Reveal favourites

Favourites can be revealed in two ways:

•  Press the reveal button at the bottom of the 
screen.

• Drag the interaction bar upwards.

Store favourites

Press and hold on any favourite until a beep 
sounds to store an item.



It might be required to further define the 
favourite item.

  Navigation 

Enter city, street, crossroad or full address.

Refer to the infotainment system manual for 
the country-specific order.

For destinations abroad, add the country to 
the address: <address> <country>.

  Voice recognition   

Press  on the steering wheel to start 
voice recognition. Wait for the signal to talk 
and refer to the instrument display for valid 
commands.

Phone and audio

To call a contact, e.g. say ‘Call Anna’. To play 
music etc., e.g. say ‘Play artist Mozart’.

Navigation

First say ‘Navigation’. Then say the destina-
tion type, e.g. ‘Address’ or ‘Point of Interest’.

  Touch pad   

Control the cursor on the screen via touch pad 
gestures. Press on the touch pad to select an 
item.

Navigate cursor

Move one finger across 
the touch pad.  

Scroll lists/text

On audio main screen: 
Change radio/media source

Move two fingers up/down. 

On audio main screen:
Skip to the next track/
radio station

Move two fingers left/right. 

Reveal/hide favourites

Move three fingers 
up/down.
 

  Character recognition 

To enter e.g. an address or a phone number, 
capital letters or numbers can be drawn with a 
finger on the touch pad.

Whenever alphanumeric input is possible, 
press the button. 

Select alternative characters

Move two fingers up/down.

Delete a character

Move finger from right to left.

Confirm entry

Press and hold two fingers until confirmation.

  Instrument display   

The instrument display provides access to 
functions like navigation, phone and audio. 
Operate it using the five-way controller on the 
right side of the steering wheel.

Select menu items.

Enter a sub menu.

Return to the parent menu.

Confirm selection.
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